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My dear G.L.,

I enclose a note upon Locarno, which, I 
think, contains what you want. In view of the ex
istence of the old Advisory Comniittee A'iemoranduni, 
I did not write a new exposition of the Treaties.

It will be observed that the Party voted 
for ratification, but expressed the regret that the 
Treaties did not contain definite provisions con
cerning Disarmament, being of opinion that the real 
test of the Treaty depended upon whether it was 
followed by disarmament.

Last week there was a general discussion 
of the situation by the Advisory Committee. Fourteen 
members were present. They v^ere unanimous in the opinion 
that the Disarmament Conference should carry on and work 
out a Convention, with or without Germany. But they 
decided to make no recommendation to the National Executive. 
If we had gone beyond this conclusion, we may not have 
found ourselves in complete agreement. But the discussion 
will go on. An examination of our obligations under 
Locarno will certainly be undertaken. It is a serious matte:? 
upon vfhich a precipitate declarations might not find uni
versal agreement if there has been no prior discussion. 
I presume that the subject will be discussed, if necessary, 
ata later date, by the Parliamentary Party and the National 
Executive.   
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The declarations of the German Government 
are not without ambiguity. Until we know more 
clearly what they intend, we shall not possess 
the information to enable us to come to a decision, 
even about Locarno.

Article 10 of the Treaty of Mutual Guarantee 
provides that »it shall ent_er. into, forc-e as soon 
a^ the ratifications have been deposited and Germany 
has become a Member of the League of Wations.” 
Does" it cease” to have any force when Germany has 
ceased to be a Member of the League of Nations?
I am not a lawyer,but I do not think so.
If the Treaty of Mutual Guarantee ceases to be binding, 
it might be held that the Arbitration Treaties between 
Germany, on the one hand, and Belgium, France, Poland 
and Czechoslovakia on the other han^^also cease to 
have any validity, as they are Treaties which determine 
the methods by which, as provided in Art. 3 of the Treaty 
Mutual Guarantee, a peaceful solution shall be obtained 
of all questions that cannot be settled amicably 
between the parties to them. And if all the Locarno 
TreatieiS go, and Germany ceases to be a Member of the 
League of Nations, there is nothing left binding Germany 
to the rest of the world in peace except the Kellogg 
Pact and her signature of the Optional Clause of the 
Permanent Court. But the latter is terminable.

My own opinion is that the Treaties stand 
whether Germany is a Member of the League of Nations 
or not. But I am merely an honest amateur. Inter
national lawyers, especially German, will spill a lot 
of ink upon this subject. If Hitler has struck out 
all the Treaties which pivot upn the Council of the 
Ifftgue of Nations, then the outlook is very^ black indeed.

You will also have observed that the coming 
iitto force of the Treaty itself is not made to depend 
upon the conclusion of a Disarmament Treaty. In the 
Protocol, (not in the Treaty itself) the signatories 
declare their firm conviction that the entry into force 
of these treaties and conventions would hasten’^effect- 
ively the disarmament provided for in Art 8 of the 
Covenant of the League of Nations

There is another point which, I think, deserves 
mention. The Beaverbrook clan w^ants us to withdraw 



from Locarno and the League - in fact,to give 
a free hand to Hitler, hoping that Soviet Russia 
will be a victini. But the ’’Daily Mail*^ both 
advocates the abrogation of the ambiguous 
Locarno obligations and points out that the British 
public will then have to consider whether they will 
conclude astraigbt military and naval alliance with 
France??

It follows from the above argument that 
if Great Britain withdrew from Locarno, the Treaty 
of Mutual Guarantee would cease to exist, because 
Italy would then withdraw, and the ancillary 
conciliation treaties might also cease to exist.

But can Great Britain withdraw from Locarno? 
The Treaty contains no provision for denunciation,, 
and it is considered to be subversive of all inter ■ 
national law if one party to such a treaty should 
denounce the treaty because public opinion had 
changed. Germany cannot withdraw from the Treaty 
of Versailes. But Sir Stafford Cripps, in his 
capacity as a lawyer, can give you a better opinion 
upon this matter than an honest, logical Scotsman 
without legal training, who knows no Latin. The 
principles in this matter are all expressed in 
Latin tags. But there seem to be two schools of 
thought; those who think that when you have made 
a bad bargain, you can quit, and those you think 
that you can’t.

Having voted against, you are morally free 
of any obligation.

Yours sincerely
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Treaty of Mutual Guarantee»

In the House of Commons, (Novembej; 8,1925)

the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs (Mr. Austen

ChoJQberlain) moved:

"That this House approves the ratification of 
the Treaty of Mutual Cuarantee, initialled, at 
Locarno on 16th October, 1925, and. annezed. to the 
Final Protocol signed, on that date."

The relevant White Paper is Miscellaneous

Ho. 11 (1925) Cmd.2525,1925.

Mr. Ponsonby, on behalf of the Labour Party,

moved., to leave out from the word "House" to the end of the

Question, and to add instead thereof the words:

"while agreeing to the ratification of the Treaty 
of Mutual Guarantee initialled at Locarno on 16th 
October, 1925, and annexed to the Final Protocol 
signed on that date, and while approving the v...rious 
provisions for arbitration in the Treaty and express
ing satisfaction at the impending entry of G-ermany 
into the League of Hations and at the improvement in 
international relations evinced at Loccrno, is of 
opinion that ths real test of ths Treaty depends upon 
whether it is followed by disarmament and regrets 
that it does not contain definite provisions concern
ing disarmament; and this House is further of 
opinion that the Treaty should be followed by positive 
steps to securethe adhesion of Russia to the League 
of nations and its perticipation in European agree
ment s."

Upon this amendment, the voting was:

For, 130; Against, 332; Total Humber of Members Voting, 462.

The question was then put upon the motion by

Mr. Austen Gharaberlain. There voted: For, 375; x^gainst, 13;

Total Humber of Members Voting, 388.

Therefore, it may be presumed that 74 “Members

who took part in the First Division, abstained from voting 
mostly 

upon the main motion, and that they were/Lacour Members.

‘The 13 person^iWho voted ._.g.,.inst the main
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mot ion. v/ere Hors Belisha, and 12 Members of the Labour

Party:

Broraley, Buchanan, Connolly, Cove, Grenfell, Lansbury, 
Maclean, Saklatvala, Scurr, Wallhead, Wedgwood,Windsor 

and tellers; Thurtle and Dunnico.

XX

A Memorandum on the Pact of no car no, 

submitted to the National Lxecutive before the Debate, 

is annexed.

Some of the observations m^.de bjr Sir Austen

Chamberlain in the co-arse of his speech may usefully be

quoted:

British Obligations. ”;niot is the obligation that 
ne undertake? Si ere is no case in ahich we can be 
called upon to take military action except in pursuance 
of the Covenant and the action of the League, or jvhere 
action is taken by one of the Parties in breach of its 
obligations which leads to such an iimaediate danger 
that you cannot wait even the few days that may be 
necessary for the meeting of the Council. In that case 
the British Government of the da^^ remains the judge, 
and the only judge, of whether that case of immediate 
d;.nger has arisen.... Bach guarantor is judge of 
whether circumstances have arisen v/hich bring its 
guarantee into immediate play.."

Violation of the Demilitarised Lone. "Under Art.44 
of the Treaty of Versailles, the signatory Powers are en
titled to consider any breach of any provision'of Arts. 
42 and 43 as a hostile act by Germany against each of 
them. Any one of these hostile acts mi^it have led to 
war. Nov; v;e provide that immediate war follows only 
if the act is of such a character that delay becomes 
dangerous to the innocent party and might be fatal to 
his safety.... Suppose a siding is constructed for 
military purposes. That is an infringement of the 
Treaty. Suppose a fortress is erected. That is an 
infringement of the Treaty. But these things cannot 
be done in a day. The fact that some workmen are at 
work here or there is not a case for war. These are 
cases vdiich should go through the process of judicial 
decision and conciliation provided in the Treaty. It 
is only in cases where anjr delay endangers the secur- 
ity of any innocent party that we contemplate action 
before the decision of the Council has been given, and 
even then we provide that the Council shall still be 
seized of the matter and that when it does give its 
decision we will all conform to it.



It will be observed that in the first

passage already cuoted, Sir hasten Chamberlain said that

"there is no case in which we can be called upon to take

j^Lllil^y^action ' esoept..." The words "military action"

are not used in the Treaty. In the case of a flagrant

violation of Art. 2 of the Treaty of Mutual Guarantee,

or of a flagrant breach of Arts. 42 or 43 of the Treaty of

Versailles, the other Contracting Parties undertake 

immediately"to come to the help of the Party against whom 

such a violation or breach has been directed..."

It would appear that in such a case Great 

would be free to decide whether help in the form of 

military action was possible or necessary.

ID/Ch.25.10S3



Private and Confidential.

TRADES union CONGRESS No. 340 A. JOINT INTERNATIONAL 
AND

THS LABOUR ©ARTY. November 1925. LSPARTREnT.

ADVISORY CQrRgTTBS ON INTERNATIONAL QUESTIONS.

lOlORANDUM ON THE PACT OF LOCARNO.

I.

The Pact as it now appears is undoubtedly greatly 

improved as compared with the hind of agreement which was out

lined in the diplomatic Notes published during the summer of 

1925. It should be remembered that the discussions of the 

Advisory Committee weze based on those Notes,

No doubt 11, Vandervelde has had considerable influence in 

introducing ths ’League of Nations element’ into the Pact, 

The League of Nations is brought in at every possible point.

(J) Under the Arbitration Treaties between Germany 

on one side and France and Belgium on the other, (Article III), 

the League of Nations Council is called in if the recommenda

tions of the Conciliation Commission are unacceptable.

(2) In connection with the British guarantee of the 

undertakings not to make v;ar (Article Il)and of the demilita

risation of the Rhineland (Treaty of Versailles, Articles 42 

and 43), the League of Nations Council has to, decide whether 

a violation or breach has taken place - though in the case of 

’’flagrant violation” the parties are to act first and consult 

the League of Nations Council aft’erwards, - undertaking to act 

in accordance with its recommendations, if unanimous except 

for the parties to the dispute, (article IV),

(3) The duty of the League of Nations in nuestions of

dispute is not to be restricted by the Pact. (Article VII)

(4) If the Council 

sufficient protection to the 

will lapse, (Article VIII),

decides that the League can ensure

partj(^bp:^e Treaty of
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(5) T'he Treaty will not come into force unless 

and until German37’ enters the League. (Article X). This is 

perhaps the most important point of all. It is impossible' 

to exaggerate the possible effect of this.

(6) The Pact represents a further stage in the 

re-conciliation of the Western Powers who fought in the 'War. 

Negotiations took place on equal terms, though not more so 

than in the London Conference negotiations (1924) under the 

Labour Government.

(7) The Pact was accompanisd bj^ certain promises 

or indications regarding the evacuation of Cologne, and the 

immediate modification of the conditions of Occupation in 

the Rhineland - which, however, the Allied Powers refused to 

reduce to writing.

(8) The actual Arbitration Treaties, albeit limi

ted to groups of States, are entirel^r in line Mth Labour 

policjr. Thejr extend and amplify/- the provisions of the 

Covenant,

(9) The declaration in the Pinal Protocol to the 

effect that the entr^^ into force of the Treaties ’’will help 

powerfully towards the solution of many political and economic 

problems” and will ’’hasten on effectively the Disarmament 

provided for in Article 8 of the Covenant”, and that the 

Powers concerned will ”seek the realisation” of Disarmament 

in a general agreement, undoubtedly reflect the spirit of the 

Protocol, and we have to remember that all the Parties other 

than Great Britain are still ready to accept the Protocol.

But vzhile these considerations remove some of the 

ohjectlons which the labour Party has felt hitherto to the 

proposed Pact, (see resolution of Parliamentary Party, Iferch 

18th, 1925, and Labour Party Annual Conference, October 1st, 1925) 



they b^r no means remove them altogether,

(1) The Pact is undoubtedly a "form of limited 

militar3?' alliance or guarantee". Such alliances have been 

in the prst and maj;^ be again, used for purposes other than 

those specified in them. The enthusiasm with which the 

Capitalist press supports the Pact is undoubtedly due to the 

possibility?- of its being used against Russia, at least in a 

defensive sense. The Pact, it may be added, is not open 

to any other country?' to join (like the regional agreements under 

the Protocol of Geneva).

(g) Among the Powers concerned in the Pact, military?' 

action may?' be taken, ivithout any arbitration procedure being 

required, in the following cases

(a) The Parties to the Arbitration Treaties them
selves and also Great Britain as guarantor of the Wes
tern Arbitration Treaties,retain altogether unimpaired 
their "rights and obligations" under the Treaty^ of 
Versailles or under agreements which have arisen out 
of that Treaty.

But all disputes of.every?- kind, and therefore all 
disputes about the interpretation of those rights and 
obligations, must be submitted at the instance of any?- 
one of the Parties to the prouedure of peaceful 
settlement. Prance, however, apart from, the admitted 
rigJit of "self-defence", may?- resort to military?- action, 
without arbitration, if she holds that Germany has com
mitted a flagrant breach of the "demilitarisation" 
glauses "if such breach eonstitutes an unprovoked act 
of aggression and by reason of the assembling of armed 
forces in the demilitarised zone immediate action is 
necessary".

(b) All the contracting Parties (including, of course, 
Great Britain) undertake to come to the help of the 
Party?- concerned without any?- arbitration procedure in 
case of a "flagrant violation" either of Article II of 
the Pact (the mutual undertakings not.to make war) or 
of Articles 42 or 43 of the Treaty?- of Versailles - though 
the League Council is afterwards to issue its findings, 
and theyr undertake to act in accordance with its re
commendations, if concurred in by? all the members other 
than those who have engaged in hostilities. This is a 
very? serious and significant loophole in the. Treaty. 
The points to be determined may? be very? complex ones. 
They’ involve deciding whether the violation "constitutes 
an -unprovoked act of aggression" (there is no formal 
definition of aggression as in the Protocol of Geneva), 
and whether "by? reason either of the crossing of the 
frontier or of the outbreak of hostilities or of the 

■ assembly? of armed forces in the demilitarised zone, 
immediate action is necessary? The Mosul dispute is 
alone sufficient to show that these questions are not 



simple. It ahould be noted, that Art. 42 of the 
Treaty of Versailles deals with the maintaining of 
constructing of anj?- fortifications. Gould there he 
a breach of this so ’’flagrant” as to justifj^ im
mediate war without resort to any arbitral procedure?

(c) In cases where a dispute comes before the 
u.v<JbA‘^Ccbtw>^ Council and the Council cannot agree! the parties 

to the dispute have the ’’right of waP’. In the 
Rhineland Pact there is an engagement by Prance, 
Belgiumand Germans^ that in the above event, they will 
onljT’ resort to war against the State which was the 
first to attack. This engagement is included in the 
things guaranteed by Great Britain in Art. 4. The 
Party which is the first to attack, if this fact can , 
be established, loses the help of the guarantors.

(3) ^reat Britain’s obligations are verj^ heavy.

We guarantee the inviolabilitjr of the Western frontiers of 

Germans’- and the observance of the demilitarisation douses 

(Art, 1.'), the observance of Art, 2 (undertakings b^r Germany not 

to make war on Prance ani Belgium, and vice versa).

But all these guarantees apply only in the cases 

mentioned in Art, 4 and it is important to realise that we are 

protected (in the first case under Art. 4) bj^ the rule of un- 

animitj^ on the Council, and (in the second case, i.e. flagrant 

violation) bjr our own right of decision on the mattar. We can 

onljr guarantee these things by going to war with the Parts’ 

which we consider to be in the wrong.

It should also be remembered that the subject of 

dispute, (in which a breach of the Pact has originated), maj’ 

be ’’any” dispute that maj’ arise between parties to the Arbitra

tion Conventions (see Art, 1 of those Conventions), and not 

only disputes about the Pranco-German frontier.

Note further that the Dominions do not join in these 

obligations, though these guarantees must affect Empire defence 

generally. Serious objections were raised by our military and 

naval experts to the Protocol; it is hard to see how they are 

met by the Pact.

The viev; of the labour Party has hitherto been pre-



sumaTD137- that siich militarj^ obligations are so serious that thejr 

could oijl^r he justified if undertaken in support of a general 

sjrstem of pacific settlement - i.e. for the supreme object of 

world peace.

(4) No scheme of disarmament is combined with the 

Pact, though it is vagueljr spoken of in the Pinal Protocol. 

Nor will so limited a measure of security?- go far to make 

Disarmament possible.

(5) The Treaties of Locarno, taken as a wholecannot 

be regarded as equal and reciprocal as between Germans^ and other 

Powers so long as Germanj^ is disarmedand thejr are armed. Is 

it to be supposed e.g. that Great Britain would in fact be as 

readj^ to support Germanjr as she Virould be to support Prance or 

Belgium?



0 3rlt31«h and U.r.A. PropoBaX#

to Vn.«

Diearsaaaent Conference. 

tand Armlee 
The U.C.A. proposal probably Involve® no redutction In the 

number® of the British Armed Forcee.
The British statement says * eo far ae Hi© yajasty’s 

Government understand® the Implication of the ®unseated h&ele of 

calculation*.
Tliore Is apparently some doubt on th® point? What does 

H.s«G« under®tend? 
100,003, a® 1® commonly understood, or, a® 1® belived 

by other® C In France), 200,000? by virtue of a decision of the 

Supreme Council or the Aabassadore’ Confo ©nee communicated 

officially to Germany eoon after the Verealllee Conference?
If the basic figure 1® 23Q,000, it U bolived that Franc© 

will agree to one-third reduotlm of the difference between their 

fltanding army and the ’police component’ and ’defence component*. 

If other countries do the camo. France, too, ha» a Great Empire.
It I® not from France (under Socialist Party Influence and 

threats) that th© ©trongest opposition to tne U.S.A, popesals In 

general will come, but rom Great Britain and Japan.

band Gun®
The prppoeale of the two Governments do not Bocm to present

points of disagreement. Why should they? The British won't aboilrh

the tank, and want new battlerblpe with 11" or 12” gun®. Therefowt, 

v^hy not 6.1** guns for countri er without great armies of tank® and

big naviee?
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WELBECK 4468 BROADCASTING HOUSE

BROADCASTS LONDON LONDON W. 1

- 50th October 1933-

/^ <^i:ri/"K\ ^ /cv^idriAO?,

I do not see much of what appears about me 
in newspapers, nor read much of what I see, but 
someone gave me your ’’John Bull” article, and I 
read that. Even v;hen I do read attacks I do not 
do anything about them, but I am doing something 
about this - in writing to you -’ because I am sorry 
that you should make such an attack. It is quite 
unjustifiable. There is little in your article which 
i might not have written myself.

Of course you could not know that I thought I 
was talking at a private gathering of the Aldwych 
Club; that I did not decide what to talk about until 
a few minutes before I began; that I had no notes 
or connected thoughts in my mind and delivered my 
address most informally; and that I did not know 
till two hours later that any reporters were present. 
But I am sure you do realise that there are things 
that one can say in a certain style to a certain 
audience and in a certain atmosphere, which would 
not give rise to any misunderstandings, but which most 
certainly would in other circumstances.

I am particularly sorry that you have given a 
class and political interpretation to some of my 
reported observations. Not only was there nothing of 
the sort possible in my mind, but I should doubt 
whether a verbatim report - if such were available - 
could reasonably be so interpreted.



Sq 'XG-. cu f^ttA
WELBECK 4468

BROADCASTS LONDON

BROADCASTING HOUSE

LONDON W. 1

%. <5 c4- t.^3

You say, for instance, that my conception of the 
working class is ridiculous, I did not mention the 
v^orking class, nor indicate anywhere what my conception 
was. On examination you might find it not very 
different from your own. As to knowing the working 
man, as I rose at 4,45 a,m, for five years and worked 
a 5o-hour week in a factory with three hours’ evening 
classes in the v/inter-time in addition, and as I was 
associated with engineering concerns until I came to 
my present Job, I think I should know^ something about 
him, and I have not lost touch with my former associates 
by a long: w^, J ^^15 J <a^ A4u.<X j*ATi^^cx~/(/i^ ^^ <^i*if

I wonder what gave you to suppose that I did not 
think that a man who w’orked at cleaning sewers, for 
example, was not Just as much entitled as you or I to 
a full life? I can find nothing, nor could I suggest 
such a thing. And did I imply that any work was not 
honourable work? I am quite as conscious as you that 
service to the community and to mankind is not to be 
measured alone in terms of power, but as often, if not 
oftener, in terms of humble service conscientiously 
and honourably done; and certainly I am av/are that on 
such service the community must alw’ays depend. The 
fact that I did not happen to refer to this should 
surely not be taken to mean that I overlook it, still 
less deride it, I was dealing with a specific point, 
and a point which I still think needs to be dealt with, 
and I cannot believe that you do not share my experience 
of misfits and unhappy lives, often due to v/ant of 
guidance, encouragement and stimulation during adolescence.

Of course there are people who must have their 
children earn money as soon as possible, but there are
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10& of parents who are not so circumstanced, and 
who could manage to put their children through a proper 
training so that their later earning capacity and 
prospects were greater.

It is alv;ays easy to flatter people; hut good 
service is perhaps sometimes rendered by saying an 
unpopular thing if it stirs people up to greater con
sideration for others and greater effort.

Where did I say that the starving unemployed 
are without ambition? If I could be read as referring 
to the unemployed at all, it would be to the effect 
that they were not responsible for their unemployment, 
and certainly that a great many who are having unhappy 
lives are not themselves to blame.

Finally, I see you say that you are quite opposed 
to me in outlook. I wonder why you say so. Perhaps 
from what I have said you will not now feel so much 
certainty in this statement, and I should have thought 
that there were many things in B.B.C. policy, for which 
I suppose I am responsible to some extent, with which 
you would be in hearty agreement.

The Pvt. Hon. George Lansbury, M.P., 
Bow Road,





Private and. Confidential

LABOUR PARTY

Lio. 437A
Nov. 1933

IKTTERRATIQNAL department

ADVISORY CegymaTTEE ON INTERNATIONAL QUESTIONS

DISABmiENT and Q-ER^-MY

Initial Ass nnptions

1. Asswie, to being with,
that MQ want to evolve a world. Commonwealth assured, of 
peace, capable of justice, onicL disarmed.; that v;c must 
therefore restore and. strengthen the collective system 
wc have (imperfect though it is), and. that goneral 
disartnament is an element in that system.

2. Agree, too, that Germany’s notice of withdrawal from 
the League is alreoAy very damaging to that collective 
system: that the timing and manner of her withdrawal were 
grossly at fault, and were very likely prompted in part by 
desire to avoid acceptance of supervision; that military 
training is being developed on a national scale and that 
hatred and revenge are being poured into the schools; 
that Hitler v/as, and presumably is, playing for a situation 
in which he could represent this breakdown of disarmament 
as evidence of the unvzillingness of the heavily armed 
Powers to keep faith and level dovzn themselves or to 
treat Genmany fairly as an equal; and that Hitler's 
moves have probably been dictated partly by tactical calcu
lations as to the need for some conspicuous and popular 
self-assertion, to divert attention from the failure of 
his economic policy, the burial of his land promises, 
the opposition to the Terrorist policy, and the disclosures 
of the Reichstag Eire Trial,

Agree, further, that the Nazi regime is a brutal 
tyranny; and that it is not surprising that Germany’s 
neighbours do not feel the slightest confidence in the 
pacific protestations now offered by the author of Mein 
Kompf,

5. And let us admit that the other Rowers, at Versailles 
and often since, have behaved atrociously and with blind 
lack of comprehension towards Germany, and that Sir John 
Simon fe g , in his speech at Geneve, on July 21, 1932, his 
Note of September 18, 1932) has been amongst Hitler’s 
recruiting agents)

4r Our Problems

Still, the fact remains that, if we want general 
Disarmament and collective security, we must somehow, soon 
or late, win the loyal collaboration of Germany as equa3r-— 
partners; that we have at present left an extremely strong 
case in Hitler’s hands; and that if, whilst he has so good 
a case, v/e were to crack the whip and cider the German dog 
'’back to your Versailles kennel", the dog wouldn't go 
The German people, woul-.. in this matter be solidly behind 
Hitler, and we should not only be reinforcing his appeal to 
his countrymen and rendering sjsfll more difficult and 
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protracted, the future task of recovering the good, will 
and. confidence of Germany. To go on with disarmament 
is obviously perilous now: hut to put it into cold 
storage without having even put forward o. draft agreement 
that could he commended to moderate opinions throughout 
the world as a fair and substantial instalment of general 
disarmament - that course would he certainly fatal.
It must lead to rearmoment, to a strengthening ef reaction 
in Prance and Poland as well as Germany, prohahly to coercive 
measures which would leave a further legacy of emhitterment, 
and perhaps to another invasion.

To offer more disarmoment and more eq.uality of treatment 
is obviously open to objection, for it can be represented as 
0. concession to Hitlerism which we refused to his predecessors. 
But that is commonly the dilemma of those who delay too long 
in conceding justice: and the difficulty will not got better 
but worse if thejs wait still longer.

Hot even the best Convention that we can hope to get 
agreement on new will be sufficiently drastic in its 
disarmament or sufficiently prompt in its cq.uality of treatment 
to rob Hitler ’wholly of the grievance he seeks to exploit.

The Labour Party's case against Sir John Simon and 
his governuent is that by their reluctance to put forward 
proposals for real disarmament, by their’response to such 
proposals when made by other governments, and by their 
general attitude towards the whole policy of aimament 
reduction, they have given German militarists a valid case 
for saying that all other nations regard heavy armaments 
as desirable in themselves and essential for national 
defence. They have thus given an overwhelming case to 
German militarists who hold that it is essential that 
Germany, in order to protect herself from foreign aggression, 
should re~arm with the least possible delay. The British 
government’s responsibility for this result is very heavy.

To make the case against them it is sufficient to recall 
the meagre proposals for disarmament put forward by Sir John 
Simon in his first speech to the Conference on February 8th, 
1932; by the Prime Minister in his press intorview in"April, 
1932, their rejection of the Hoover proposals, and their^ 
attitude of obstruction to French proposals for the abolition 
of Air Forces, the abolition of private manufacture of 
armaments, etc.

Considering the present situation, thorefore, the 
Labour Party must begin by pointing out the grave 
responsibility of H.M.G. in giving German militarists a 
valid case for claiming that all other countries regard 
heavy armaments as both desirable and essential for self- 
defence .

Such an attitude is not in itself sufficiently 
constructive to moot the needs of the present situation. 
The Labour Party should therefore urge upon tho government 
that they should make such improvements in their present 
proposals as will rob Hitler and the German government of 
any colourable pretext for a complete disavowal of 
disarmoment limitations. If this object is to be achieved, 
the improvements to be made in the present proposals must 
be very substantial.



5, And the crucial fact which must he realised at once
is that the present proposals, as indicated in Sir John 
Simon's speech of October 14, are even more inadequate as 
a contribution to general disarmament than the British 
Draft of March last, and are very much worse as regards 
Germany’s just claim to equality of treatment. It is not 
in the least surprising that this German Government rejected 
them: and after careful comparison of them with the 
proposals of Dr. Bruning’s Government, it is impossible 
to believe that he would have accepted them either. 
Even if the discrimination which they involve is less than 
he asserts, they no doubt give him strong ground for his 
assertion that Germany is ashed to accept unequal treatment. 
They are wholly inadequate as a contribution to general 
disarmament, and they open a vast field for re-armament a 
few years hence.

• Germany’s Claim and Our Reply *

(a) Equality and Disarmament. The essence of the German claim 
is that equality of treatment should begin forthwith, and 
the disarmament of the heavily-armed States. These principles 
were applied, however inadequately, in the British Draft of 
March; but now, as the Germans justly state, they have been 
dropped for the present, being postponed and’made conditional, 
in the new proposals indicated by Sir John . Simon on 
October 14. This great change has been made admittedly out 
of distrust of Hitler: it is a discrimination against 
Hitler’s Germany: and as such it is resented by Hitler’s 
Germany as humiliating.

(b) The Probationary Period. Gemany takes her stand on the 
British Draft of March, so far as it goes: she accepts as 
reasonable its proposed duration of 5 years: but she rejects 
the "probationary period" of 4 years (or possibly somewhat 
less) v/hich has now been interpolated with that Draft. She 
would have no objection to the Convention being divided into 
periods "for practical purposes"; but she insists that 
"equality of rights" should be applied to her during the 
first period (i.e., the first four years.)

Sir John Simon has given Hitler far too stong ground 
for his protests against inequality of treatment in this 
regard .

It is not unnaturaly that before the Allied Powers, 
and in particular Prance, destroy their heavy material they 
should desire to have practical assurance that the system 
of League inspection and control will check the active 
re-armament and mobilisation for war now being conducted 
in Germany,

By dividing the Convention, as Hitler himself proposed, 
into different periods "for practical purposes" it could 
have been arranged that the system of inspection and control 
should^be immediately established; that the standardisation 
of armies as short-termed militias (including the Prenchas'^--- 
well as the Gorman amy) sho-ill bo forthwith begun, and that 
the destruction of heavy material should bo carried throu^

■^AnaTysis drawn from the German’ Government’s Proclamation and 
Hitler’s broadcast of October 14; Baron v. Neurat’s speech of 
October 16; Prince Bismarck’s statement to the P.O. of October 
6 as^given in precise terms in the Hews Chronicle, October 20: 
and Sir John Simon’s speech October 14.
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at cLates to "be laid, dovai "beginning some time after the 
entry into force of the Convention.

This system would, not, as Hitler alleges, constitute 
more inspection for Gemany than for other people. On the 
Contrary, since ex hypotesi the allies have more aimaments, 
it would, mean more inspection for them. But if arranged, 
in the form suggested, it would, avoid, the use of the phrase 
"prohational period.”, the general use of which has given 
offence to Germany. With ordinary diplomatic skill its 
use could easily have "been avoided.

Nor would it "be necessary to include in the Convention 
any provision that if inspection proved that Germany were 
re-arming the disarmament of Prance and others need not 
"begin. Por once Germany or any other power were shov/n in 
the first period to "be exceeding the armament limits which 
the Convention lays dovwi for them, the o"bligations of other 
signatories would, hy the whole nature of the Convention, 
"be suspended ui'itil the Geiman "breach had ceased.

fc) The Army. Germany would undertake immediately the 
transfomation of her long-service (12 years) Reichswehr 
into a short-service (8 months) army with dou’bled numbers, 
as proposed in the Draft. As for weapons, she deals with 
them under three heads,

fd) Weapons to be Prohibited. Geimany offers to accept as a 
volunteer all the prohibitions of weapons proposed in the 
British Draft, plus all those in the "Versailles Treaty, plus 
any more that can be added, provided only that we do likewise. 
Hitler explicitly offers to ’’scrap the last machine guns” 
if the other Powers will undertake to do so themselves 
within a fixed period not longer than the Convention.

The British Draft offered to abolish within a fixed 
period four types of weapon only, viz :-

(i) Tanks over 16 tons unladen. (The laden weight would 
, be about 20 tons. As Lord Hailsham explained, 
(November, 1932,) this is exactly the kind of tank our 
War Office favours, for ’’conveying infantry, for the 
suppression of machine-gun posts, without loss of life”)

^ii) Mobile guns over 6 inches calibre. (but not including 
’’coastal defence guns” vfhich may have a calibre up to 
16 inches.-*)  Guns over 4-g- inches and up to 6 inches 
may be kept indefinitely without limit of numbers by 
those States which possess them, i.e. not including 
Germany) but may not be replaced; so that unless 
Germany were permitted to build such guns, her 
artillery would be outranged for an indefinite period.

* * The Ge mans contend that this, too, opens the door for 
evasion. A great bombing plane such as "Vickers 163 can
be used for bombing or transport; it would remain 
potentially a bomber even if re-christened a ’’transport 
plane, ”

(iii)warplanes over 3 tons, (but not including flying 
boats and transport planes)**-?■

* The Gormans, Dutch and Sv/edes point out that this opens the 
door for evasion on a large scale.



Tho Draft also promises abolition of all naval 
and military aircraft, if certain heavily guarded 
provisions about control of civil aircraft are 
fulfilled.

^i"^) Ghemical, incendiary, and bacterial weapons, 
These three types of weapons are the only ones which 
the British Draft proposes for abolition.

The original Draft proposed that we (the Powers 
other than Gemany) should begin the process of abolition 
forthwith, unconditionally, but Sir John Simon has so 
presented his revised plan that he appeared to defer even 
this modest beginning for a further four years for perhaps 
somewhat less); and he makes even that deferred beginning 
conditional upon the probationary period having proved 
satisfactory.

Naturally Hitler leaps at the opportunity of rejecting 
such a proposal and probably no other German government 
would accept it in the form in which it was put forward. 
Por reasons explained above the difference with regard to 
the so-called ’’probationary period” ought never to have 
arisen and could still easily be removed by skilful 
handling. But there is a much more serious point. 
How can the Labour Party accept without protest so 
enormous a measure of re-armement as the proposals 
envisage. Sir J. Simon says that in the second stage of the 
Convention_ fif the probationary period proved satisfactory) 
unere would be ”a common list of peimitued arms, which vould 
become the same for all countries, and thus the differential 
positions of the Powers whose arms were limited by the Peace 
Treaties would finally cease.” That is manifestly just as 
an application of the principle of equality of treatment. 
But it involves a deplorably inadequate contribution to 
disamament unless we add greatly to tin list of weapons 
that are to be abolished within a fixed period. In effect 
we are saying to Hitler - "Pour years hence, if you arc 
good meanv^ile, you shall be free to have all the weapons, 
except poison gas, which we prohibited for you at Versailles."

As has been repeatedly emphasised by this Committee, 
by the L.S.I, and by the peace movement that is a lunatic 
contribution to the true security of the world. And Hitler 
is right, (and Roosevelt was right) in replying - "If you 
sincerely want true security, undertake now to get rid of 
these weapons on both sides of the frontiers within a 
fixed period instead of keeping them on both.

Hitler says to us - "Begin disarming now." We reply - 
"If you are good for x years. You may begin rearming after 
that. Meanwhile, we will not disarm at all," That is a 
disastrous answer. Even if Hitler is wholly insincere we 
should call his bluff by taking his statements at their face 
val ue.

f®) Weapons to be limited in number. Ge many asks what weapons 
are to be limited, and what limits are proposed. "In 
accordance with the principle of equality, the a ms 
pemitted to other countries, but limited in numbers, must 
be authorised in Gemany during the first period - the 
actual figures to be the subject of discussion."
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Hithorto, in the British Draft, such limitation has 
only been proposed, for three types of v/eapons, viz. v/arships 
of various categories, tanks under 16 tons unladen, and 
war-planes under three tons.

As regards war-planes the British Draft allowed none 
for G-emiany. It allowed 500 each for ourselves and Krance 
"in commission", and 125 in "immediate reserve"; but 
instead of rocLuiring that the remainder in excess of these 
figures should be destroyed within a fixed period, it 
merely specified that they should be "put out of commi^ion 
or otherwise disposed of"’)

De proposed in the original Draft no limitation of 
numbers for heavy guns fv/hich we might retain, without 
replacement, up to 6 inches calibre, Germany being excluded); 
no limitation for field guns, or machine guns or trench 
mortarts, or rifles: no limitation of stocks; no 
limitation of expenditure.

Thus, we contemplated rearmament for Germany over a 
wide field ; she would have been set free fron all the 
qualitative limitations imposed on her land material at 
Versailles, and no limitation of expenditure would be put 
in their place Dow, however, it appears from Sir J 
Simon's speech that this application of the principle of 
equality is to be withdravzn.

"In speaking of no rearmament, I do not mean to 
dispute the reasonableness, as the Reichswehr is transformed 
into a more numerous short-service army, on a proportional 
numerical increase in its amaments. " But why should the 
Reichswehr’s equipment of field guns, machine guns and 
reserve stocks, etc, be thus numerically limited if the 
armies of other coulitries arc to remain wholly unlimited, 
as the Draft envisages, The Germans reply - "Merely to 
double the anas permitted under the Treaty of Versailles 
for the use of the Roichsv/ohr would represent a discrimination 
that Gcnrany is not willing to accept and which will not 
satisfy her need of security."

If limitation of such weapons is likely to be 
reliable in Germany’s case we should accept it for ourselves. 
If, however, it is likely to bo unreliable and virtually 
unvcrifiable in regard to the small«jr weapons fas the 
British delegation has often maintained) then we should drop 
it in Germany’s case. To retain such a limitation for 
Germany alone would be discrimination; and to retain it, 
if it is unvcrifiable would be a siring for trouble.

The Labour Barty should adhere to the proposals which 
it has made in the past, namely, that the only’solution for 
there problems lies in (a) limiting big guns and field 
artillery by number, fb) limiting o’the r weapons, which 
are not suitable for numerical limitation by fixing a 
maximum budgetary appropriation,

ff) VZoapons not limited at all "As for arms not limited 
aFalP^^Uemany says, "as there will be no limitation for
the others, there can be no limitation for Germany " The 
Labour Barty maintains that no weapons should be left 
without limitation of eny kind, but if we will not accept 
budgetary limitation for ourselves we cannot expect Germany 
to accept it.



fg) Supervision'. As rogarcLs supervision, Go many has 
provicusiy mado plain that sho will accept it, hut only 
if it applies to all alike.-? Germany has, however, 
hinted, at dangerous reservations concerning the immunity 
of witnesses. These reservations sho^Jld. he rejected..

V• Conclusions

It is submitted that:

(1) That the Labour Party should in this matter shape its 
policy so as to v/in hack Germany in time to a policy 
of loyal collaboration in the collective system.

(2) This is impossible unless Labour stand.s now for a 
fair deal for Germany, unshaken by the fact that the 
present spokesman of Germany’s claims is Hitler 
himself. The claims remain just and reasonable.

(2) "A fair deal for Germany" should include equality of 
treatment from the outset: hut in view of the intense 
distrust aroused by Hitler’s policy, the supervision 
should he stiffened ; and the reductions to he effected 
by the heavily armed Powers, though they should begin 
forthwith, should for the most part he liable to 
deferment till the later years of the Treaty on a 
steepening scale.

The essential point is that if Hitler intends 
re-armament we should cut the ground from under his 
feet by making a genuine offer of disarmament which 
will achieve real equality for Germany within a time 
limit laid down in the Treaty and without the 
re-armament of Germany.

It may be answered that Prance will not accept that, 
or this British Government. That is no sufficient 
reason, even now, why the Labour Party should not 
publicly and energetically maintain this view.

(4) Purthermore, the Labour Party should bring out as 
clearly as possible that the disarmament offered is 
utterly inadequate from our own point of view and would 
only give ultimate equality to Germany by permitting 
her large-scale re-armament, V7e should present at 
every by-election, as a. big political issue, the 
questions "Which do you regard as the better 
contribution to the world’s true security against 
sudden smashing attack:- that heavy guns, tanks, 
military aircraft, should be retained on both sides 
of the frontiers or abolished on both?"

"Bo you want to sec Germany ream with warships over 
10,000 tons, submarines, heavy guns, tanks, naval and 
military aircraft? The present proposo.ls involve all 
this rearmament, four years hence, largely because our 
Government refuses to pay the price of no re-amament 
by agreeing now to get rid of such weapons 
fixed period."

-f of. Hitler’s Reichstag speech. May 17. "Gomany vrould at any time 
be prepared, in the event of a mutual international supervision of 
amaments and of equal readiness on the part of the other states, 
to subject these associations" fi.e. the organisations alleged to 
be of military character) "to such supervision in order to prove 
beyond doubt to the whole world that they are of an entirely 
unmilitary character", cf. also declarations of Ge naan delegations 
at the Conference,
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gW-sA:^ for^i^;ja<£Qlioy,

Hitler’s domestic and foreign policy can best be iinder> tooH

in the lignt of his politi al anoestry. He is the type of heyf,i>m 

who believes that the war of 1914-18 v,ae a calamity only in the 

sense that German;^ did nhfembark on it soon enough. He and his* 

followers believe that Germany should nav declared, ar on Russia 

in 1905, when gagland would have rem ined neutral. He is furtaer 

of opinion that Gertiany made serious mistakes in the diplomatic 

ijreparation of the Icist war and that, from too tender a consider

ation foi- uhe views of socialists, centre party and liberals, it 

was xwt heavily enough armed. "^e holes taut the war need not have 

been lost on military gro ends if tne military machine had not been 

lamed tnrougn the vulnerable wccUness of uue iiiverial government in 

its treatment of its political opponents. Tne potentialities of 

Germany’s military strength \>ere never developed to tne lull, ov^ing 

to uhe fact that at the ©utbreaM of war the government omitted ot 

confine all its previous political opponents (at least, the lea. ers) 

to coiicentration Cc-mps. in Uxs book, ”*iy otru^gle” Hitler des- 

cribos how the German government should "have treated its ©^ pone/^ts 

at <>he ti ae of tZoe mobilisation, a description which entirely 

tallies with the treatment of his opponents after uis event to 

poser.

Hitaer w,.s not only a supporter of the old regime: ne belonged 

to the ^roup of All-.beutscnen for whom the impcr'inl goveriuaent w^.s 

neither sufficiently nation;^listicM>r sufficiently militaristic. 

They eons, cred even his aiSc^to be a man who was subject to attacks 



of SQatiwexital weakness because he, for instcmoe, satisfied lilm- 

self with 12 years of suppressive legislation against the social 

heiaoci'ats, instead of stauuing out Marxism root and. branch. por 

Hitlex and his like all political questions are siutply a matter of 

the most efficacious application of force.

It is not correct t© say that tnere is no basis for agreement 

with Hitler, but th is vvould be the Peace of hrest-nitowsk. ne sees 

his task in three stages: 1; .nQ seizure of power through revolution; 

2) the stabilisatiea of this power and the winning back as point of 

departure the position of 1P14; 3) the using of tnis po ^er for xsur- 

poses of expansion, in the first instance towards the east.

Hitler xs ouite convinced th t nis ideas alone have brought 

him to power. de has sia^lp no conception of the social and 

economic forces which have used him as their tool. it is Germany's 

misfortune, and possibly t at of the whole of Europe, that these 
« Ideology 
forces should have been clad in the z^ejSsaig^ of pre-war fan- 

Benaanisia. Hitler'k foreign polios aiiis at finQiag allies who 

Will ena le wermany to arm while at the same ti, e exiaaoing tawaaEa 

towards the east. Urieinally his hope was England. rhe idea of 

a uernian-Snglish alliance h.Uh f,om toe ti e s,hen hitler was 

employed w.c tralhi^ag officer to tj.e itmich iieichswehr flil9-ilu). 

and held dieoourses on the Treaties of Breet-hltowsk and Versailles. 

|t is zufii idea that was widely current before tue war in bavarian 

military circles and found struts ical expression in the proposals 

for the ’’March to the East". ^ae "March to tne Bast*’ would have 



involved the throwing of the principal weight of the oomhined 

German-Austrian armies against hussia and a purely defensive action 

in the west until such tii e as the defeat of hussia made possible 

an ’’agreed" peace with the western powers. This view was ousted 

by that of General bohlieffer, who adV0<?atQd the "March t© the vVest 

via Belgium.

Hitler was introduced to Bavarian military circles by Oapt. 

Koehm, then on the Bavarian General Btaff and actual founder and 

leader of the S.A. The filnre of the March to the west appeared 

after the war to justify the other conception, England's attitude 

to soviet hussia and t e support given by England to Germany in 

those years confirmed hitler in the opinion t ut it would be possible 

to form an alliance whi with jijngland against tioviet Kussia, At 

this tiae Hitler came into close contact with his later foreign 

political expert, Kosenberg. This man, a German from the Baltic, 
endGwed,*fche Hitler movement ti4mr his idea of the historical mission 

of the Germanic race, namely, the erection of a German landlord 

domination over t<ie "inferior’’ Slavonic people of the east, x

Then Hitler became Chancellor and England showed no inclin- '

ation to throw Itself into Germany’s arm*:, when the Bosenberg's 

journey t© London ended so badly, when England even took ©ver the 

leadersnip at tne disarmament Conference, other influences obviously 

gained weight with Hitler (v.Papen, the foreign Office, the heavy 

industries.j Hince his departure from the conference Hitler has 

obvio sly been attempting to come to am "agreement" with France, 

i.e. to win France for the role originally designed for England.
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a Kussio-Japaaose coiiflict (tae oonstelltioa ox 19uo) . in order 

to be able bo intervene against ..'useia, liorniaxiy’s Aaads must be 

free in tue aaa west. if JSnglaiid is not to be svon for this policy 

ue is ebvioe.oi^ wiiling to for jot tomporai‘i/ly his ••ennity to tiie 

aeatJr- titn .rrance. hitler spooulatos consoiously on the prench 

fears of fre..u ueritan attack. fho shifting of the ’‘superfluous 

Gcrxian forces oowardr the east - oo he seeks to suggest to pronee- 

wiil rolisffe that couht}?y from the Alpine pressure of Gcrnian 

agression.

file kapen group anticioo es that the prench und German heavy 

industries together uould e uio and carry through this '’undertaking 

in the east”. I n this cs.se the gaar asin would become the 

most important armament centre. In the i--mediate vicinity of the 

gaar coal-mines lie the greatest ±®b iron deposits of Europe, 

large enough to frea Germany from t- o necessity of importing 

goedish ore. This combination, however, first becomes of 

primary importance whwi Gerimny receives the right to , ossess 

“Token v;eap©ns“.
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•me laboux- jtfarty ana mtXer-Gertnany.

The success of the Labo r farty ija the parliaaeutury by- 

electiCES and in the municipal electioxs has everywhere been 

interpreted as expressint the desire c.f the hhglish people for 

peace. it is all the more necessary, however, to exisure that this 

should not be aa aisiaterpreted, as has been the case in the js&zi 

press. T.;je demand rait-ed in Ungland for t.ae eontinuation of the 

polucy of hls.uriu’.nient, has been interpreted- in the German press as 

indication^: a praring "understanding-* for hitler. Accusations 

mo.de in Knglund against the allies for not having disarmed are ' 

interxireted as expressing justification of Hitler’s foreign polic^ 

and all that this involves,

The Hitler press seeks to crexa-te the iniprossion aaoxxg the 

(ieruian workers that the policy of the English Labour Pc^rty in the 

Question of disarmament spells subsoriotiox. to the justness of 

Hitler’s foreign ^ slicy. This is one of the forms of moral 

pressure tuat are being brought to bear oi. tne workers to vote for 

Hitler on nove.jbor 12tn, not simpl,/ from compulsion but from inner 

conviction.

It seems necescary that a clear stand should be talon against 
this misuse of an honourable policy of peace. It ;<ust te^^olfer 

to Hitler Germany that the ad struggle of tne LabourHarty against 

injustices under the Treaty of Versailles cannot be taken to 

iHiply confidence in the presexit rulers of Germany or the 

sanctioning of military adventures on the part of nasi Germany.

ri the Germany of Weimar did not succeed in remodelling its 

econoxaic syetedt,^j;.f/r^Ss-- <ell^^ into the barbarism of jii 



Hitleriam, txie makers and diaregarders of Uifc Treaty of Versailles 

,beur an appalling proportion of the blaiiie. They have no right 

to jabtify their notions ever since lyid by the advent f Hitler 

to poYzer In IbdP, (although the knowledge that such a body of 

opinion existed in Uermany all the time and the fear of its 

general recrudencence, together with t e Knowledge that secret 

re-arming began in uermaay immediately after the Treaty of versialleb 

wate signeu, largely contributed e.g. t© the iimnobliity of French 

opinion.j However ne-ene has a greater right or auty^han the 
Labour fart; to assert before the world that^*Hitier government 

itself is German’s greatest danger.

it should be attempted to carry on the disarmament negetia- 

ions in tJermany ’ s absence and to reach c U agreement on the basis 

of the British and french planj^ making its application dependent 

upon German adherence, not because this is an ideal basis but 

because tactics become a matter of princip e. Hitler Germany 

is convinced that recalcitrance will always produce the desired 

result. If Germany does not s.tscribe within a given period 

then it m st be made plain th,t Hitler himself prefers the 

Treaty of Versailles. •Should Gersaiany herself re-o, en negotiati ns 

it should be clear from the outset that certain conditions must 

be fulfilled on the part of Geraany as well as the othch powers 
is

if the agreement ist not t© be the merest farce. This decision 

implies another: the determination of all th© governments con

cerned to elucidate their standpoint with /ill the methous of 

propaganda at their dispo al, not confining themselves to their



own people but speaking via the wireless to the Geria&n people; 

who are eorapletely cut off oterwis© from foreign opinion. 

in this way it may be possible to foroe Hitler to come into 

line, either by an increase of insight on his behalf or from 

fear of internal difficulties, in either case the anti-Hitler 

elements in Germany would be strengthened. Hitler calculates 

on the scrupulousaosB of his genuine but honourable opponents 

in other countries but has no scruples himsiif, a factor which 

must be taken into consideration.

In addition the naboui* Harty should make plain the terms on 

which it ;o Id stand with a Germany which had freed itself frdm 

Hitlerism. rhe propaganda v«l e of such a programme would be 

increased if it were to be brought within the frame-worn of a 

general international agreement. Where Hitler Germany is 

concerned, if the labour Harty is concerned to supplement the 

British-Prench plan in the direction of disarmament, it must 

Bupjilement it in other directions also and demand ratification by 

a genuinely elected parliament. m this context Srnst Toller’s 

letter to the Times on October 2bth, may be quoted:-

If Herr hitler wished to di.cover the real will of t e German 

people he must first see that the following conditions are fulfilled: 

Ij. he-establishment of the freedom of the Hreas.

2j. Ke-establishment of the right to hold meetings.

^). hepeal of th© ban on all suppressed parties and societies

J ©ven such an innocuous societ,/ as the International Bibi© 

students has been baxined).
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4j# Ketura of all eonfibo; led proper*c,.- to the various parties, 

to the democratic and pacifi..t unions, and to the free trace unions.

5,. Keleuse of the luO.oO; re more political op.>Gnents of tne^ 

Hitler ror;i iS from t/xe concehtration Co-ii-.s where they are now '^ 

imprisioned, neb for any specific crime, hut simply because their 

opinions are inconvenient to the ruling system.

6j, Hepec*i of all disoriittinati^ng lawn against the Jev/s,

OF 
^f^OLITIGALp 
^ and ^ 
^^csC^Z



MirmifflRSOR^S-' SPSSGH NOVEMBISR 6TH 1933

National Labour Club Dinner 

The honour which you have done me tonight is influenced, I believe. 

by my efforts to promote the cause of world peace through disarmament 

It seems to be appropriate, therefore, that I should occupy the time 

allowed me in saying something about the Genevs Conference 

I shall briefly survey the present position in a ^irit of realism 

without being __  I hope — either optimistic or pessimistic

First then may I frankly face the fact that, measured by the

greatness of the constructive possibilities, the present position is ver:

far from being satisfactory The Conference has lasted twenty one months

during which time the political horizon has been growing steadily more

sombre* When we began, we were faced with the tragic situation in the

Far East. The storm clouds have been getting thicker and blacker during

the intervening period^ There have been political events in Europe by

which the Disarmament Conference has been hampered. Nearly a score of

changes of governments have taken place, largely as a result of the

world economic crisis. Moreover, two Great Powers have given notice to

withdraw from the League; one of them remains in the Disarmanent

Conference and the other has already left it. These events have still

furfclier aggravated an already desperately difficult situation. As a

result, public confidence in the efficacy of the collective peace

system has weakened.

Those who would have us abandon the great adventure of organising

peace and who urge us to make preparations for another world war, are

trying to obtain by clamour and fear, what they cannot obtain by appeals

tp reason and conviction. What is most deplorable in this ^tuation is,

that a new race in the weapons of destruction has already begun. It may

not have gathered as yet such momentum as to attract much public

attention, but that it has started is a fact as indisputable as it is

grave^. This only emphasises the view that, owing to the anxieties and

ierplekities of the economic crisis, nations are losing the sense of

world solidarity and of the essential unity of civilisation* This is

deplorable at this juncture, as I am convinced that disarmament by
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agreement transcends every other q.uestion in politics

sometimes asked, is it right to expect nations to reduce 



their armaments with the world, in its present state, and before we 

have removed the causes of political and economic unrest which induce 

them to maintain large armaments» To this I reply that there is nothing 

that could so restcre the confidence that is reciuired for recovery as 

the success of the Conference in concluding a genuine disarmament 

convention* However paradoxical it may appear, in view of the long 

drawn out proceedings of the Conference, governments and peoples realise 

the urgency of the need for a world agreement on the reduction and 

limitation of armaments*. The possible consequences of failure 4;o reach 

such an agreement have become so grave that no government cares to face 

them*. On the other hand, public opinion is beginning to realise more 

and more clearly just what has to be done if we are to have disarmament 

and peace*

May I remind you that the British Draft Convention which has been 

accepted as the basis of the new convention falls short of the 

expectations aroused by previous commitments of the Conference* But its 

authors put it forward as an admitted compromise to meet what they 

thought to be the largest measure of common agreement* Its weakness 

may be said to be a measure of the extent to which obstacles have 

accumulated in the path of disarmament as expressed in the Conference. 

Despite its limitations, the Draft and subsequent events have exercised 

a marked influence on public gfix opinion, and it may safely be said 

that there is now a common peace front in many countries irrespective 

of party, in support of it as the ba.sis of a nev; convention* The 

peace movement has concentrated on a programme of reduction because 

it knows that certain demands must be satisfied if the obligations of 

governments to disarm are to be honoured*

Public opinion is also beginning to realise that disarmament is 

only a part, though an essential part, of the larger enterprise of 

an organised and constructive peace* That is necessarily a slow task.jfo 

the enterprise of securing disarmament through organising peace is as 

vast as it is complex* It means breaking with ancient and powerful 

traditions* It means making what is the most cherished and jealously 

guarded part of a nation’s life a matter of international concern. That 

is to say, it means subjecting national defence to world control* It 



mfeans limiting the sovereignty ©f governments by subjecting to world 

institutions and obligations not only the right to fight but the means 

by which States can fights That is why it was never believed, that th© 

First Disarmament Conference could achieve complete success* Disarmament 

was always conceived as a progressive enterprise to be accomplished by 

stages of which the present ^Jonference was only the first* That is why 

for twenty one months I have given every opportunity, every latitude and 

unlimited time, for States to get over their difficulties by any means, 

either public or privateijj that seemed to them most appropriate* I think 

I may say that I have not spared either my time or my strength in 

trying my very hardest, so far as lay in my power, to facilitate 

agreement on a convention* I believe it is my duty)$ to go on trying to 

induce the governments to frame and adopt a Convention'* I agree with 

those who consider that more time and more effort are necessary and that 

the methods followed hitherto have been sound* But there must be a 

limit to everything.

The Disarmament Conference was meant to provide facilities and 

inducements to conlude a Convention. It was never intended as a means oT 

enabling governments to put off indefinitely t^e necessity for coming 

to a conclusion about disarmament and international security* Sooner or 

later, governments must assume the responsibility of taking decisions* 

I do not believe the cause of disarmament and peace would be sefved iDy 

indefinite postponement.

I have already referred to the withdrawal of Germany from the 

Conference. This has seriously intensified the difficulties* But the 

problem remains and the governments are under a definite obligation to 

find a solution. If they believe a policy ofmisolation is impossible 

Everything should be done to make internatiobal cooperation a reality. 

The German Government has repeatedly declared its pacific intentions* 

The other pwers should give careful consideration to these declarations 

when framing a convention. If the oft repeated statement as to substanti, 

reductions can be translated into figures to be included in the 

convention, I do not give hp hope that it may prove acceptable to 

Germany.

May I say one further word in conclusion* I think we must make one 

great final effort through which I earnestly hope we shall reach clear



and .^definite decisions, and that without further delay,

I have already pointed out that there is a wide measure of agreement

between the peace movement in all countries. But there are certain

broader underlying issues to which I would draw your attention. The first

is the need to stand by the treaties that are the basis of the collective

peace system. Those treaties are the only world law in the matter of

disarmament, arbitration and security. They impose the obligation to

reduce and limit armaments all round, to settle disputes peacefully, and

to cooperate in upholding the law against a peace-breaker. The Disarmament

Convention, we hope, will amend and supplement the law relating to

disarmament and security The existing law we knoK to be incomplete and

in parts inequitable. But it does impose the obligation on all Members

of the League to reduce and limit their armaments. Until we get a new

law we must uphold the old however unsatisfactory it may be, for the one

unforgivable political sin, the one deadly danger, is to relapse into

anarchy. Standing by the treaties means that increases in armaments

must be ruled out

Increasing armaments means beginning a new race in armaments. Bigger

armaments are contrary at least to the spirit if not to the letter of the

treaties by which we are all bound. Bigger armaments are morally

unjustifiable always and everywhere. Increasing armaments bring with

them the danger and in the end the certainty, of another world war. It

passes my wit to understand how any politician or journaliife-fe, with the

awful experience of 1914 to 1918 still fresh in our minds, can get up and

say that big armaments and a free hand 

flying in the face of logic and of the 

will safeguard peace. That is

lessons of history. It is a

mockery of the dead who fell in the last war and whom we still mourn

A race in armaments is not a policy. It is a poker game. The nations keep 

bidding against each other. They go on raising their stakes and in t^e

end they know that death will sweep the board. An armament race means

e bankruptcy of statesmanship. It is the abdication of the responsibili

government, a confession of hopeless failure. That is why I hope public

inion in all countries will set its face like flint against increasing

•maments

Today we have what did not exist before the war We have a complete

ternative
armament. That alternative is the collective pe ace



system* Loyalty to that system oompels us to agree on lisarma.ng?>4io,t' 

to join in a new race in armaments* I hope public opinion will mafee 

it clear that if the Disarmament Conference does not succeed in bring- 

-ing an immediate agreement on reductions, the alternative is not to 

give up the collective peace system* We cannot resign ourselves to 

preparing for another war* A defeat at Geneva, however severe, will 

leave the armies of peace in the field* It will merely compel them to 

transfer the fight to the home front* On that front the fight must 

he waged with redoubled energy* Its immediate objective should, be to 

smash the vested interests and the spirit of international anarchy 

that prevent the governments from organising peace because they live 

by war scares and war. The late Lord Grey warned the Country that the 

race in armaments would end in war or revolution. He said he believed 

revolution would come first. But two years later what came was the 

catastrophe of the world war* Today, if we abandon our only safeguard 

against war, and that is the collective peace system, history is in 

danger of repeating itself* If those who are pressing for rearmament 

today, hold on their course, if they succeed in getting another 

armaments race well under weigh, and in making men believe in the 

inevttaUlity of another world v/ar, those who stand for peace will 

become desperate* If they are driven to it their resistance will 

assume revolutionary forms, I think it is now universally admitted that 

the advent of another great war would bring down civilisation in 

revolutions, civilj^ wars, and general chaos. That is what will happen 

to us if we do not pin our faith to the collective peace system and 

bend all our energies to making it prevail. Humanity, torthred and 

embittered in the awful agony of the world war, has been vouchsafed a 

vision. Millions and millions of men and women have been buoyed up by 

a great hope, the hope that the world would be purged of war. That 

mankind would learn to live in peace as one great family. They will 

not s'U'bmit tamed^^-to" bo lobbe^l of-thlB'' vision, to--ug' dalpj^i||fe^^ 

hope of peace. They will turn on the would-be perpetrators of this 

sacrilege. Mankind will spurn them with contempt and hold on its course. 

We shall not be deflected from our goal, the only goal fit for civilised 

human beings. That goal is world peace through real disarmament and 

cooperation



S. J. Coi^,ER.«^
C O N S U LT 1 N 'g"*E N G I N E E R, 20 Blythswood Street,

ELEPHONE No. CENTRAL 3070.
Glasgow, c 2.

November, 1933 •

Rt» Hon. George Lansbury, M.P.,
39 Bow Road,

London, E.3.

Dear Mr. Lansbury,

May I remind you of our meeting at Mr. Biggar’s house. Lairfad, 
before your speech at Kilmarnock, and presume on that slight 
acquaintance to request that you will read the enclosed suggestion 
for a scheme for disarmament and, if it appears to you to be a good 
idea, to pass it on to Mr. Henderson with the hope that he may get 
some of the Powers to move towards real action.

Like you, I believe that the time is ripe for an immediate, 
complete and unqualified disarmament, but after the reception of the 
Russian proposals I can see that such an attitude cannot hope to have 
any support by the great Powers. My scheme is therefore an attempt 
to arrange a compromise which will satisfy the Insistent demands of 
each and all of the Powers, while making possible a very real measure 
of-disarmament and leaving the door open for a progressive improvement 
without the necessity of repeated conferences.

I feel that I have got hold of a useful idea, and if it could be 
developed by the fertile brains of Messrs. Henderson, Cripps, Attlee 
and yourself it should be possible to get it into an acceptable form.

May I suggest the desirability of suppressing the origin of the 
scheme, should it reach the length of open discussion, as, while the 
name of the deviser is unknown, the usual Tory cry “What does he know 
about the subject anyway?** can not be raised to sidetrack a consider
ation of the scheme itself on its merits.

I feel that there is no hope of social development so long as 
international war can be used to disrupt any democratic development, 
and while I realise that unless economic peace is also obtained, no 
scheme of disarmament can continue indefinitely, I think that the 
adoption of my scheme might delay the war issue long enough to make 
real progress in the economic fields possible.

I trust you may have the best of health and be able to preserve 
a ray of hope for a brighter future to cheer you through the strenuous
and reactionary session that lies ahead of you.

Yours faithfully.

A"? y
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SCHEME FOR GENERAL DISARMAIvIENT.

z* The problem of disarmament is one in which every human being, 
irrespective of race or nation, must be concerned, as practically no 
individual can hope to escape the consequences of the next war. It does 
not appear, however, as if the present Conference will make any m.aterial 
contribution to the solution of the problem. It therefore bfehoves all men 
of good will to explore every scheme that appears to offer any hope of a 
solution, and the scheme outlined below is suggested in the hope that if 
it should not, of Itself, prove successful, it may Inspire a better one that 
will..

(a) The essential requirements of a successful scheme are that each 
country shall be left with a m-ilitary force capable of ensuring civil 
order. Such a force is necessary in every country, no matter what degree 
of democratic development between Commimism and Autocracy it may have 
achieved, as all modern states depend for their veey existence on the main
taining of social order. The nature of the force that v/ill satisfy this 
requirement may, however, var^r from a few unarmed police to a well armed 
Civil Guard, depending on the development of political and social conscious
ness of the inhabitants, but it is essential that each country should feel 
that its needs are met before any general scheme can hope to be successful.

(b) That each country shall feel a sense of security from attack by 
any of its neighbours or coinbinatlon of its neighbours. A v\rell intentioned 
Government may, by the foolish insistence on some apparently purely 
domestic claim, create a situation that may lead to war and involve other 
countries not directly concerned. The experience of France from two 
invasions within living memory has created a sincere national de:giand for a 
sense of security, which must be satisfied before any scheme of disarmament 
can receive their approval, but the same desire for a feeling of security 
is present to a greater or' less degree in all peoples.

(c) That each country must feel that its dignity and national integ
rity are preserved and that no matter what its record in the past may have 
been, or- on which side it may have fought during the last war, no difference 
has been made in allocating its share of military power. This difficulty 
is most present to-day with respect to Germany, but none of the other 
great Powers are free from, a risk of resentment being caused on this ground.

(d) That adequate provision shall be left to those countries respon
sible for primitive peoples who hold religious or moral creeds which condone 
.or extol the shedding of blood, to deal with risings in such a way that the 
rebels*may be persuaded to abstain from the use of force in pursuing their 
social or religious aims.

(g) That the difficulties in the .way of any country wishing to use 
force as an instrument of national policy may be as great as possible, 
while the possibility of any country resisting an act of armed aggression 
m.ay be increased, and also that the co-operation of all other countries 
to assist in this resistence or prohibit an act of aggression, may be 
both rapid and effective.

(f) That the feeling of international friendliness may be continu
ously fostered and that the scheme will continuously lead to a position 
where armed force will not only prove unnecessary, but appear ridiculous.

(g) That acope should be allowed for variations'within the scheme 
to give expression to national desires without impairing..the efficiency 
of its operation.

■^^h) That provision should be made whereby any country wishing to 

reduce its expenditure on armaments, even below- the agreed level, may do 
so without endangering the general,security.
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These conditions are undoubtedly exacting, but in examining a scheme 
ih relation to them it is no criticism to prove that their application 
would reduce the fighting power of a country’s armament. If a dis
armament scheme is effective it will reduce the requirements of fighting 
power and the function of all armed forces should eventually develop 
into police work.

Standards of living and money values vary so much throughout the 
world that any attempt to base an equitable scheme on them would be 
foredoomed. Though not at present absolutely the same, by education and 
within the limits of the scheme outlined below, man power and labour hours 
are probably the most suitable basis of equality.

In the following suggestions for the solution of the problem set 
above, the percentages and numbers of men and material are only used to 
clarify the description and would, of course, have to be the subject of 
mutual agreement betwean the nations.

(1) The military department of each country should be defined as 
including the fighting forces, land, sea and air, the auxiliaries necessary 
to produce and maintain the machinery, equipment, clothes, food and 
ammunition of the fighting and executive forces, the executive and record
ing staff necessary to administer, pay, transfer, engage and discharge 
all members of the department. The staff necessary to make the machines, 
which make the tools for producing guns, ammunition, equipment and clothing 
and for the building and maintenance of all factories, barracks, forti
fications, ship yards and all other stations or buildings used by the 
department.

(2) The total man and women power of the department should bear some 
fixed relationship to the total population of the country, say 5 per 
thousand, with a maximum of 105,000, which would be the strength for all 
countries with a population of from 21,000,000 inhabitants upwards.

(3) The time of service for all members of the department trained 
in the use of arms should be not less than twelve years, this would 
ensure that at any time the average period of service of any squad would 
be about six years, and that in consequence they would be steady in the 
face of excitement and not so liable to provoke an "incident” in the event 
of their use in case of civil quarrels, riots or other disturbances. 
Shorter periods of enlistment also mean that larger numbers of trained 
men are in reserve, which is not desirable.

(4) All members of the department, with the exception of the one 
m.an who is absolute Chief, would be transferrable for six months out of 
each period of two years to a similar position in the department of 
another nation. In no case should an exchange be effected, but a man 
from, country A should go to country B, his similar number B go to C, C 
to D and D to A. This would mean that at any one time one quarter of 
the department would be transferred to all other countries and that 
every fourth member of the department would be on loan from some other 
country.

This is the most important provision of the scheme and is intended 
to allay international suspicion by making the secret preparation of 
agreesive military preparation impossible and by giving every nation 
the confidence that they know they are impossible for every possible 
aggressor. It would demand that each member of the department should 
be able to speak two or three languages in addition to his own and for 
_all but the smallest nations would mean the despatch of twenty five 
thousand am.bassadors to all the countries of the world to mix intimately 
in the life of the nation and to prove to its nationals that there was 
little difference, and none that mattered, between the thoughts, aims and 
ambitions of the men of one country and another.

It would probably have the further result of letting the visiting 
merahers find what was good in the customs and habits of his hosts and, 
by comparison, what was bad in his own and if, as is possible, it led to 
a greater uniformity of habit and custom throughout the world, there 
should/
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’•should be a reasonable chance that this uniformity would be gained at 
the expense of the bad and acceptance of the good differences.

(5) The requirements of the different nations, certainly at 
first and probably for all time, would vary according to their geo
graphical and political make-up and relations. A country with a long 
coast line would be interested in sea power, a country with dense popu
lation and similar neighbours, in land forces, and countries with large 
areas and widely scattered populations, in air force. Some ratio of 
maximum of say, one vessel to every hundred miles of coast, one aeroplane 
to every fifty square miles of territory, and one gun to every ten miles 
of frontier should not be difficult to work out when the limits of 
paragraph 2 are remembered.

No country would dream, of using big guns if they had to lose man 
power to provide men to make the huge forging presses, turning lathes, 
tempering pits and buildings necessary to make one of these monsters. 
As the danger of piracy, smuggling, and civil disorder which may occur 
In times of international peace, will dictate the construction of the 
nucleus of the department there should be little difficulty in inter
national adjustment on the balance of ships, guns, planes etc. It is 
obvious that a universal pattern of all military equipment would be 
essential to make the armies effective and this would further facilitate 
adjustments. An equal number of working hours would also have to be 
agreed.

(6) Some prohibition would be both necessary and expedient, but 
the provisions of Versaille for Germany would appear to have determined 
this point, and no anxiety could be felt as to the danger of these 
provisions not being carried out/when there were twenty five thousand 
interested parties in each large country with special opportunities of 
seeing every omission.

(7) A permanent International Coram-ittee at Geneva or some other 
suitable place, with an adequate staff, should be constituted to receive, 
Investigate and report to the League of Nations, or some other agreed 
body, on all international differences of opinion, to arrange, record 
and supervise the transfer of men on loan to the different countries 
and arrange that the people of every country are kept in touch with all 
important international events by v/ireless or other means.

(8) Provision should be made at least once a week for the broad
cast of home news direct from each country to their nationals on loan 
to every other country, and for a weekly international broadcast from 
the Central Committee. B^r this means the men on loan to ans^ country 
which determined to become agressive, would be immediately advised 
either by an actual statement or the supression of all statements from 
home.

(9) Provision should be made so that a nation deciding to reduce 
the personel of its military department below its quota shall effect 
a reduction in the armies of the rest of the world equal to one third 
of its own reduction, without reducing its representation to the armies 
of other countries, this proportionate reduction being divided over 
the other armies in the same proportion as their loan representation 
to the country.

One of the great disturbers of international peace is alarmist 
propaganda, but how long could such a scare about Britain be carried 

'^dn in, say, Germany, if the people had by wirelea.s the assurance of-.^..-.i.< 
the Dutch? Chief of the British Air Force confirmed by the German third 
or fourth highest officer in the British Navy, that it was obvious 
that Britain'^showed no signs of agressive preparation.

Assume an occasion of international difference of opinion* Take 
the classic example that the British Government does not approve of 
the cut of the Spanish President’s beard; wars seem to have been fought 
in the past on much less provacation. Britain makes representation to 
the /
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tlu^^Central Committee of her case and 
to Spain to investigate the question, 

• to be wrong with the cut of the beard

an international Commission is \e; 
which reports that nothing appe^ 
of the President, and in any case

the interference of the British Government has no justification. The 
British Government is indignant and intensive propaganda is at once 
devised to raise the national indignation, and when this is sufficiently 
fermented, war is declared. But the first result is, that 25^ of the 
British military machine, (the foreign section) goes on strike and 
destroys its arms and plant, while Spain, with the full approval of the 
Central Committee, locks up the four or five hundred Britishers of her 
military department and those holding important offices are immediately 
/Replaced from the nearest neighbouring country. Result -a weak aggresive 
army attacking in a foreign country a strong homogenious army fighting in 
their own land.

Two serious difficulties onl^r seem to stand in the way of the universaj
application of this scheme.
decide to stand out

First, that one of the major powers might
The natural reply to this would be the severing of

all economic and political relations by the rest of- the world, and if, 
after a reasonable period, this did not have the desired result, combined 
military pressure could be used.

Secondly, in the event of two or three nations standing out, the 
scheme could be applied by the combination of all the other nations, 
modified to give this group a combined military strength in excess of 
those outside the group and, as the security and international trade 
prospects of those in the scheme would be greater, and their expenditure 
on armaments less, the outlaws would soon find it worth while to come in.

The above outline has not been complicated by the consideration o 
many important details, which would take much thought and negotiation
to adjust, as the highly skilled 
methods and m.achines for war and 
do this than their present work.

staffs now engaged on design of nevz 
on secret service work, could more easily 
which would have no further value.
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H.M.S. ’’Cumbepland" in China waters

nONG KONG, November 14th.

Dear Mr. Lansbury,

X have a very slight claim on your 
attention, because I was John Groser’s curate at Christ 
Church, Watney Street, and we all held you in very great 
esteem and affection.’ But I write to you as a Christian 
as well.

I have had a letter from the Mother 
of a stoker whom I know very well. He is a charming kid, 
and has no streak of criminality in him. His name is 
Douglas Woolven, and he is 18. Last September he joined 
up as a stoker in the Wavy, and after training at Chatham 
was drafted to H.M.S. "Valiant" in the Home Fleet in 
February of this year.

From a tearful letter I have 
received from his Mother (Mrs. Prosser, of 15, Stansfield 
Road, Stockwell, S.W.9), I understand that at Torquay on 
September 24th. when the "Valiant" was "showing the flag", 
he went for a lj.oy ride in a car, and has been given six 
months hard labour. Could you look into this? It seems 
an excessive and savage sentence, although 1 know that he 
had trouble previously with the police about a bicycle. 
But I am positive that the Idea of a "joy ride" suddenly 
bit him, as it does so many of these wretched youths who 
are today unable to enjoy the pleasures our civilisation 
has gained for the few, and that he had no criminal idea 
of stealing. I feel partly responsible, because I taught 
him to drive a car in the first place.

1 knov/ that property must be 
respected, and even those who do not enjoy its advantages 
must be taught the meaning of citizenship, but to turn a 
high spirited youth into a gaol bird is surely as criminal 
as the act for which he is committed. I should be very
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grateful indeed if you could get someone to look into the 
matter for me. I will myself try and arrange for him to 
get a job where he can be looked after when he comes out.

His conduct in the Wavy, by the way, was "Very 
Good" for the year in which he served, and I can Only stress 
the fact that in personal contact with him I found him open 
and honest, and that what he has done, had it been done by 
an Oxford or Cambridge undergraduate, would have been looked 
on as a prank, or, at the most, rewarded with a small fine.

Clerk in Holy Orders 
M.A. Cantab.

I understand that Woolven is serving his sentence in 
Plymouth.' Could the Probation officer look into it?
I might add that although he is extremely fond of his 
Mother, he does not get on very well with his step-father, 
but he has uncles and a grandfather at Hunton Bridge near 
Watford who would look after him.
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Soard was never designed as anything acre than a fnaawoxh for 
voluntary oo«operatlon. You my reaaabar what the late Mr*. 
wiXllaa Grahaa said in Introducing the 8111 In the WaBo of 
Ocesesnsi

•son Msabers two reeoaelsod* and the Merahsrs of the 
Miners* Wdeipatlon and miners* Meabers recogaise* 
that if we oazmot nan moss the border line into 
oomimlsory arbitration* this Soard anst rest on We 
basU on v^lch we deveraannt have placed it In this 
MU**

The fast Wat We National Soard has not been as effbotlve as 
we hoped Is a natter of great regrot to us all} but to graft 
upon It a acasure of cos^nlstoi • espeolally when, even under 
Wtt cm proposale* It Is still to have no power of making 
decisions which are birring upon wyone • could, X am afwid, 
only result in Baking We sc&H an ob>ct of ridicule*
W have also to roMsnher that w should not be »ew.lng the 
interests of the mining oomaunlty If we did anything to hmMl 
the misting good relations on th© various district donelllatlon 
.Sbards«
MU you think f»w 
discussion with Mr.

tn We light of ^mr
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I know that your i^HMmvf anxloty in thla mttor U to ’ 
Jte^j^tw or at Jjsaat to oaftg^wo the alnars* ©tandard ; 
living. Thi« 10 al»o tbi OovenwM’a ala, and our poXloy
18 toartog fruit. The oa^loyaont position la tba industry 
Io ahewlag doflalto laorovaaasnt, and whoa th® varlouo aw - 
trade agraaiaanta heva beoozaa fully operatlvo th® roauXtlrg 
hwoflta to th® ooaX export trade ou^ to he ooaalderahli* 
The taele of prosreaalve Isjgwroveaoat la, as X thlak ym MIX 
aAalt, w luereaelae vol«o» of trade and an ahaorptloa of a 
XaM nwltar of the uneapiored. That la th® guiding Idea 
of w OovsiwhoM policy.

Toure very claoeroly, '

’ f. ««WBT sua»mw

the Beeretaryl M.F.o.a.

.whs
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My dear Lansbary,

I have

Sth December 1933

just come tiac’k from the Soviet

Union and I send you my greetings on my return

to London. I hope to see you before long and

to have a chat with you on various topical ques-

tions.

I am very glad to inform you that Ha-Gaon

Bliahu Shocher Rav of Pahost, on whose behalf

you wrote to me on the 19th June of this year

allowed to leave the U .3 .3 .R and go to

Palestine if he applies to the Soviet Authorities

for permission. There are no objections on

their part to his leaving the country

On my return* I found your letter of the

24:th November asking if there are anj?- means of

forwarding some books to Violet. If it is not

too late, please send them to me and I will see

that she gets them
With all good wishes

Yours very sincerely

The Rt.Hon. G. Lansbury, M.P
^ic s^^' ■
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PORTLEY,

CATERHAM-ON-TH E HI LL,

SURREY.
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accuracy of any part of this
ring “Telegrams Enquiry” or call at the Omce U^Q 01 ^

This form, and if possible the envelope, should accompany any enquiry respecting this Telegram.

Office of Origin and Service Instructions. Words,

H5HE INFORMATION OVERLEAF WILL ^INTEREST YOU,



TWO NEW AIDS TO BUSINESS.
1. BUSINESS REPLY PACKETS.
You want a reply from your client ?
Send him a Business Reply Envelope 

or Postcard which does not require a 
stamp.

Licences to use this service and full 
particulars can be obtained from your 
local Postmaster.

2. INLAND SAMPLE POST.
Special reduced rates are now in force 

for postal packets up to 8 oz. in weight 
containing samples.

Full particulars at any Post Office.

RADIQTELEGRAMS
Hand in your messages 

for
SHIPS AT SEA 

at any telegraph office, or 
ring up “ Foreign Telegrams.”

lid. a word
(Is. 6d. a word in certain special cases).

INLAND TELEGRAMS
addressed to a 

TELEPHONE Nl^ER 
are delivered more-^uickly.

USE A TELEPHONE ADDRESS
(a.g. Jones, Bristol 16400)

FOR YOUR TELEGRAMS





Copied M.File 859 ■^Gtl^Becem'ber 1933.

Dear Uncle George;

I read with dismay your serious accident,and 

hasten to extend to you,divine and brotherly sympathy to trust 

you will make progress to complete recovery to carry on your 

work in the House,where you are so well known and respected 

by parties of all shades and colours.

My Father who is 78 and lives at Yarmouth 

Norfolk was up last week,when you were in the House,and I 

pointed out your notable figure to him^you were at that time 

busy at the lobby or I should have felt honoured that you 

had met my father. With every good wish for Xmas and in the 

New Year prosperity and peace. If I can be of some service 

and you would be prepared to let me visit you,please tell 

your Secretary, the pleasure will be mine
Very sincerely. 

The Rt Hon Sir George Lansbury.
M.P..P.C.

Manor Hospital.
Golders Green.

N. London..








